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The Farm
Fossoli, Italy 1987

The site for this project in northern Italy is an abandoned World War
II internment camp in a degraded agricultural landscape outside the
town of Fossoli, near Carpi. The question posed by the competition
was how to appropriately memorialize the camp and simultaneously
create a large public park.
Our master plan proposes to develop a park from forms, materials,
and land management practices common to the surrounding agricultural landscape and community. Simply, the park is conceived to
celebrate seasonal change and accommodate the local calendar of
social occasions.

The existing, derelict internment camp is a grid of barracks. Rather
than preserve these macabre fascist remains, we propose to enhance
their ruination. The roof and floor of each barrack is removed and
the domain of the building filled with saplings. There is one sapling
for each bed in the barracks. As the trees grow up out of the barracks, the barracks decompose, ultimately forming an architecture
of landscape, a ghost landscape, whereby the living copses of trees
commemorate those who struggled to survive in these buildings.
Additionally, Time, landscape architecture’s primary asset in a project such as this, was celebrated in a 100-meter-by-100-meter forest
of columns, one of which is replaced by a sapling each year, for a
century.

Allées, bosquets, fields, and wild areas establish clear landscape
rooms and structure the design. These rooms are scaled to facilitate
a range of different outdoor events, and each includes some kind
of attraction such as water features, fireplaces, picnic shelters,
playgrounds, sporting equipment, and follies. All the main surfaces
of the park are made of ephemeral crops into which ever-changing
paths can be slashed. Nearly all plant species are chosen for their
seasonal aesthetic merits but also for their productive agricultural
potential. Functions and programs are often doubled. For example,
the car park doubles as a vineyard, orchards define social areas, and
farm animals roam through much of the park. Larger bosquets and
small forests are left to their own devices so as to support local flora
and fauna minimalized by regional agricultural practices. Drainage
patterns allow the creation of a small lake, over which is constructed
a central Banquet Hall, where food from the farm is prepared.
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The roofs and ﬂoors of the former internment camp barracks have been removed and the interior spaces planted out with saplings.
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The Time Garden involves the annual replacement of a pole with a
tree.
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The Time Garden after one hundred years.
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Blood Lines
Master Plan for Gallipoli Peninsula
Turkey 1998

As strategic ground between the Mediterranean and Black seas,
between Europe and Asia, Gallipoli Peninsula, now part of Turkey,
has been controlled by many different cultures. In the early twentieth century, it was the Allied forces (comprising many Australian
and New Zealand soldiers) who had the peninsula in their sights. It is
with this history in mind, coupled with contemporary environmental
concerns, that the brief for this international design competition
premised the establishment of a park on the peninsula. “Peace” was
to become the grand theme or supra-identity, unifying a strip of land
80 kilometers long, with countless archaeological and cultural sites,
extensive agricultural lands, nature reserves, and three major towns
with a collective population of more than ten thousand people.
The brief called for master plans that
• undo past environmental mistakes,
• give more prominence to the archaeological heritage and the
battlefields,
• demonstrate how to curtail and deflect undesired construction,
• provide alternative sources of income for resident,
• reorganize activities and stage new scenarios, and
• reevaluate the identity of the park and create a new identity, visà-vis peace.
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Typically, the brief overwhelmed entrants with information and
scope of work. This and a general lack of faith in master plans in any
case led us to submit a tentative map, a tangle of lines that demarcate
various critical edges. These lines could be superimposed upon more
traditional planning and zoning schemes which should ensue from
finer-grained analysis.
Lines have several guises: on the one hand, they procure division and
separation, marking and fixing the edge between opposing entities
and forces; and, on the other hand, lines render palpable connections between seemingly disparate entities, leapfrogging hostilities
or indifference to link one point to another. Also, a line is pure folly,
dancing in an errant choreography that neither divides nor connects,
but traverses a wandering route of continual renegotiation.
Our project represents an exploration into the line, and into the neutral space of “potentiality” that the line constitutes. It is this neutral
space, the no-man’s-land found within the infinite thinness of a line,
that is a metaphor for our interpretation of a “peace park.” “Peace”
becomes located in the exchange, interconnection, and negotiation
of the middle ground, rather than in the frozen edge between absolutes. The scheme thus embraces notions of blurred, negotiated and
confused lines. The lines we have unraveled have no ideal geometry
or precisely predetermined trajectory. But if these lines confess to
inaccuracy now, it is because later they would find their way on the
ground.
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Strategies and Maneuvers / Degrees of Error
1. The Wild Garden

In 1915 the ANZAC (Australian and New Zealander Army Corps)
soldiers landed two kilometers north of where they intended, and
the consequent loss of life under Turkish attack was the Australian
nation’s formative sacrifice. We have built this fundamental degree
of error into our mapping. That is, our first move was to trace the
existing coastline and move it inland by a similar degree of error.
This new coastline is superimposed upon the existing accurate ridge
line of the eastern coast, against which so much blood was spilled.
The two lines, the existing ridge line of the eastern coast and our
shadow coastline–then interweave across each other so as to form a
zone, a space in between the lines, as it were. This in-between zone
or blurred zone is proposed to become a wilderness, an ecological
no-man’s-land running the eastern length of the peninsula.
To the west of this wilderness across to the coast is a zone entitled
the Refuge Garden and to the east, the Cultivated Garden. The
Refuge Garden comprises the main battlegrounds and tourist areas
of the peninsula, and the Cultivated Garden comprises quotidian
working agricultural landscapes.
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This simple tripartite banding of the peninsula into zones of refuge,
wilderness, and cultivation is then further delineated and structured
according to the following overlays of poetic and programmatic
guidelines.
2. The Refuge Garden

The Refuge Garden is the western precinct of the park comprising
the main battlefields and tourist circuits. As a zoned area of land in
our plan it is further articulated by the Battle Lines, the Blood Lines,
and the Song Line.
2.1 Battle Lines

Maps of the military campaigns across the peninsula typically utilise
a simplistic range of colors and graphics to illustrate the military
machinations that have taken place. With a range of brightly colored
materials, lighting, sounds, and bold directional markers, we propose, insofar as possible, to build these graphic map conventions in
situ so that the actual landscape corresponds to the tourist’s military
map.
2.2 Blood Lines

Within the Refuge Garden the drainage lines of the landscape are
planted out with red flowering trees. The red tree lines become the
“trademark” image of the Peace Park, identifying the landscape as a
body while also serving to secure eroding catchments.
2.3 Song Line

The Song Line is represented as a path linking four major new
amphitheaters proposed for four dramatic coastal sites. The amphitheaters facilitate an annual week-long festival of operatic performances whereby patrons are encouraged to walk to the next venue
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on a circuit. It is proposed that four major operas be specially commissioned, each devoted to describing a millennium of history so as
to plumb the depths of the cultural history of this landscape beyond
its twentieth-century prominence. Supporting the performances is a
flotilla of period ships celebrating the maritime history of the Dardanelles and the Aegean.
3. The Cultivated Garden

The bulk of the peninsula is dedicated to the Cultivated Garden,
where essentially the same activities of peasant agriculture are conducted. Little is changed or modified in this area, with the exception
of the Life Lines, the Ghost Line, and the Section Line. These guidelines all concern the peninsula’s working landscapes and are aimed at
maintaining and improving the quality of fertile land while providing
economic incentives and advantages.
3.1 Life Lines

The Life Lines are simply mass plantings of indigenous vegetation
along drainage lines of the entire area of the Cultivated Garden. The
implementation of the Life Lines occurs gradually, ultimately reconfiguring agricultural allotments so as to respect and accord with the
“natural” systems of the peninsula.
3.2 Section Line

The Section Line is a programmatically complex insertion of new
infrastructures along an axis cutting across and interconnecting
the Refuge Garden with the Cultivated Garden. It is a major new
transport corridor across the peninsula and a service route containing nurseries, shops, information kiosks, and accommodation and
transport hubs. The Section Line begins on the west coast with the
battlefields and crosses the peninsula so as to join with the shipyards;
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it is proposed so as to build and maintain the proposed Dardanelles
Flotilla.
3.3 Ghost Line

The Ghost Line wanders the coast of the entire peninsula so as to
demarcate a zone of no development. It also traces out the edges of
the major towns, a mapped line of jurisdiction preventing certain
land uses from sprawling into others.
3.4 Horizon Line

The Horizon Line consists of beacons of light floating in the water
equidistant off the coast visible from the no-man’s-land of outer
space, where satellites play “join the dots.”

Master plan of the Gallipoli Peninsula, including the Ghost Line,
the Horizon Line, the Life Lines, Battle Lines, and Song Line.
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New Singapore City
Singapore 1987

In 1987 “Marina South” was the name of 60 hectares of landfill
fronting the Singapore Central Business District. Completely empty,
it provided the rare opportunity for tabula rasa speculations regarding a new urban development. Our proposal, a bio-superstructure,
developed on behalf of the design group Creative Design and Technology (CDT) for consideration by the Singaporean government
presents a modernist ecology. The proposal sought to maximize
urban density and functional green space.
As opposed to land ordinance grids and street patterns determining
development on the ground, here an enormous five-story superstructure provides a skeletal structure for the city to grow into.
Constructed as stage one of the new city, the bio-superstructure is
30 meters wide and 25 meters high forming 70-meter by 70-meter
open courtyards.

Initially the bio-superstructure becomes the structural frame for
mixed-use buildings which “grow” into it over time. The entire
structure is conceived also to support vines and hydroponic food
crops, with the top level devoted to recreational public space, pleasure gardens, and market gardens. On its various levels the superstructure also contains major urban services and transport systems.
Piecemeal architectural developments can begin in the framework of
the superstructure but are expected to quickly extend out into the
voids (courtyards) of the grid. As illustrated in the model the scheme
actively anticipates, supports, and encourages a tension between the
ideal order of the grid and its traditional nemesis, the labyrinth.
The bio-superstructure is an enormous pergola or trellis covered
in vegetation that cools and filters the air and creates shade for the
dense city below. The bio-superstructure forms the skeleton of a new
hybridized and mechanized confluence of market gardens, parkland,
and inner-city landscapes. In New Singapore City the city becomes a
wilderness and wilderness becomes a grid.

Model of the proposed New Singapore City by Richard Weller and Vladimir Sitta in association with CDT (Creative Design and Technology
Pty Ltd.), 1987.
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Plan view of the proposed New Singapore City. Richard Weller and Vladimir Sitta in association with CDT (Creative Design and Technology Pty Ltd.), 1987.
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Sun City
Perth 1995

In front of the central business district of Perth toward the river is
a flat strip of land approximately 2 kilometers long and 150 meters
wide. In 1991 a design competition was held for this site, and as a
result fights broke out and nothing happened.
Ironically, in its undesigned state the site works well to facilitate a
range of ephemeral events. Its vast emptiness is also strangely appropriate to this isolated, underpopulated, and overengineered city on
the edge of a desert.
Generally the site is hot and empty, leading one to think the city
should grow out into it. There is money to be made. Attractive as
that might seem now, in a century it might well be regretted. We
propose to secure and maintain the site’s emptiness while simultaneously extracting higher social and economic value. The entire site
is to be covered in solar panels set high on a forest of columns. This
solar temple could provide up to one-third of the energy requirements for the adjacent central business district, offer shade to
increase activity, and simultaneously celebrate the culture of big,
beautiful engineering solutions Western Australia is proud of.
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Future Generations University
Wyong, Australia 1996

I consider sustainable development to be a contradiction. What we need is
sustainable life. In the 20th century the glory of the human has become the
desolation of the earth. The desolation of the earth is becoming the destiny of
the human. All human institutions, activities and programs must be judged
primarily by the extent to which they inhibit, ignore or foster a mutually
enhancing human - earth relationship. There are enormous creative possibilities if only we would take them.
– Thomas Berry in discussion with Paul Collins, “Encounters” (Australian
Broadcasting Corporation, 1995)

An international design competition for a “Future Generations
University” (FGU) was commissioned by private investors in association with the Future Generations Alliance Foundation in 1996. The
Future Generations Alliance Foundation is an international organization, begun in 1992 by Katsuhiko Yazaki in Kyoto, devoted to the
ideals of a sustainable future. The Alliance believes such a future is
predicated upon cultural (r)evolution to which new modes of education are considered essential.

competition was “to encourage a different kind of design process,
one that moves beyond a limited conceptualisation of design as
‘problem solving’.” For the Eco-Design Foundation the Future Generations University was explicitly premised upon a critique of current academic culture. Fry began a conversation which entrants were
expected to extend by provocatively stating that:
The modern university has been founded on and as the institution of reason.
Its current problems are not merely its growing irrelevance, ineffectiveness
or compliant anachronism, but more destructively, its inability to overcome
liberal pluralism and focus on reversing the degradation of the world that
has been caused by instrumental reason. The failure of all current universities to generate responsibility for what is known, how it becomes known and
what happens to that knowledge calls for the reinvention of the idea of the
university. The idea that the university preserves society’s freedoms through
pluralism has been revealed to be illusory–the inability to preserve the future
for future generations is the most active removal of freedom.1
In order to engage with this project the brief stressed that specialist
design teams should be formed and that they would best be international, multicultural, and interdisciplinary. Following this advice
Room 4.1.3 established a group of twenty-three people from eight
cultures, speaking ten different languages, representing fourteen different professions and ranging from twenty-one to seventy-two years
of age.2 This group came together for a week to discuss the project.

The idea of forming a new, private university for postgraduate
studies, dedicated to the theory and praxis of sustainability, came
about after the Rio de Janeiro Earth Summit in 1992. Australia, and
ultimately Wyong, north of Sydney, was chosen as an appropriate
Australasian intersection for such a project.
The Eco-Design Foundation in Sydney, known locally for its scholarly critique of orthodox design practices was commissioned to draft
the brief and manage the competition. Introducing the project, the
Eco-Design Foundation’s director, Dr. Tony Fry, explained that the
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Diagram of the time developmental concept and infrastructure for the proposed Future Generations University.
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The brief stipulated that the university:
• Will be a private institution.
• Will function both locally and globally.
• Will be an institution with an ability to change and re-create
itself.
• Will foster the creation of new communities of learning.
• Will focus on new ways of learning.
• Will seek to produce students who can transform existing professions and create new ones.
• Will develop practices of co-creation as opposed to egocentric
production.
• Will form and promote an intercultural ethos that does not
destroy cultural difference.
• Will ensure that educating processes and modes of organization
are innovative, critically reflexive, and modifiable while nonetheless being coherent and directive.
• Will be of an architecture that is educational, not architecture
for education, and that entrants in the competition must conceptualize built forms, uses, and informational means through
which the whole site’s ecological sustainability instructs and is
instructed by all its uses.
• Entrants are expected to challenge the idea of the university as it
is currently being formulated and develop their own interpretations of what a new university devoted to sustainability ought to
be.
• Entrants are also expected to notionally design the university’s
curriculum.
• The university will accommodate up to four thousand international postgraduate students.
• The site has been designated as a piece of land adjacent to a wetland, outside the town of Wyong, just north of Sydney, Australia.
In order to be chosen as a finalist and move to a design phase teams
were required to submit a polemic that responded to the idea of the
new university and the rubric of sustainability in general. The fol-
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lowing points summarize our written response and underpin our
penultimate design propositions for the new university.
Regarding the University

• We are unqualified to offer instrumental solutions; our work is
gestural.
• We agree with Charles Jencks when he says “form follows worldview.” 3
• The project is already somewhat flawed since local Aboriginal
groups were not consulted about the project.4
• We might expand upon or contradict the chosen site and are
uncomfortable with it’s a priori selection.
• The site is both local and global, theoretical and material.
• We reserve the right and tradition of the university as a critical institution. It is essential that the notions of sustainability as
part of a popular culture of environmentalism be academically
retrieved, just as it is necessary to academic operations that a
popular culture surrounds its more indulgent ramblings and end
games.
• We believe international cooperation and scholarships can
expand the student representation beyond that of a privatized
exclusive institution.
• We understand the university as a center for excellence, and
on-campus students ought to be selected internationally for their
outstanding abilities. However, through virtual systems the university should be open.
• The Bauhaus reminds us of an integrated educational model that
responded to conditions of crisis and also redesigned not only a
range of objects but also reappraised design processes and techniques.
• We understand this university as an extension and reinterpretation of the idea of the Bauhaus. That is, central to the new
university is the aim of designing products. However, unlike
the Bauhaus, the sciences, landscape architecture, and broader
humanities components would be part of the program.
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• The FGU is not a tabula rasa project in competition with existing educational facilities; rather, it is understood as a conduit
between institutions.
• Its difference to existing institutions is that it can focus on the
philosophy and practice of sustainability relatively free of the
contingencies affecting the development of new programs in
existing institutions.
• In principle the FGU is understood as something akin to a United
Nations which focuses a sense of global community even when
a global community can be said to already exist. For example,
the Bauhaus could never have achieved what it did if it had been
dispersed throughout the existing design programs of Europe. In
this way we are for the project, despite its utopian undertones.
• The university is understood as generally part of the region’s
existing infrastructure, yet case-by-case analysis might determine whether autonomous, site-specific systems of energy and
waste can be deployed. The obvious contradictions at this level
are part and parcel of the new institution’s concerns and realities.
• For example, students do not produce their own food, but the
university would address issues of alternative agriculture and
global agribusiness. A local farm might be established later as a
community project if the university perceived itself as a model
project and saw the need to hinge its integrity on a withdrawal
from the status quo.
• Over time the university can design, prototype, test, and market
sustainable technologies.
Regarding Ecology and Sustainability

• Both virtual and “real” spaces are understood as environments.
• The land should be understood as an existing living architecture.
• An aesthetic of sustainability does not exist as a generic type; it
must be created site-specifically by critical inquiry.
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• We are not convinced that structures that appear to “touch the
earth lightly” have any more ecological merit than those that do
not.
• A more eco-logical way of understanding objects is that of relationality, whereby anything must be perceived as only the final
manifestation in networks of prior exchanges and transformations
which have socioecological effects far above and beyond the final
appearance of a thing.
• We are not interested in environmentalism that finds humanity repugnant, although we are fascinated by the challenges to
humanism which the ecological crisis entails.
• Sustainability calls the teleogies and theologies of civilization
into question: this is the theoretical power of this new university.
• Biocentrism is best understood as an enrichment of humanism
not its antithesis.
• We do not agree with an institution or movement that posits
environmentalism as truth according to which culture must be
simply corrected.
• We are interested in the contradictions and impossibility of sustainability as a point of departure for this project.
• Sustainability is both a poetic and economic problem.
• Sustainability, for us, is not a new global narrative imposed by
the first world, but rather it is something specific to sites and
cultures.
• Sustainability is not about harmony; rather, life systems need to
be placed within the dynamic and unstable processes of evolution
which push away from equilibrium and stasis.
• We suffer no illusion that culture is to be redeemed by a pure
nature or vice versa. We work within the intellectual frame of
the denatured, an entanglement of human and nonhuman systems.
• Rather than a separation of culture and nature in physical and
conceptual terms the future is cyborgian.
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• We accept postmodern readings of nature as a cultural construct
while recognizing that nonhuman life systems have autonomous,
intrinsic value beyond cultural construction.
• The earth does not need to be saved, nor is it feminine. Rather,
culture needs to be technologically refined, and values need to be
contested.
The Curriculum

We propose that students attending the Future Generations University would enter a three-semester study period. Each semester is four
months. Each semester is themed according to local, regional and
global scales of reference.
1. The first (local) semester is spent in situ at the main campus, a
village comprising Re-city and The Edge. Re-city can accommodate three thousand people, and the Edge is the main teaching
space.
2. The second (regional) semester is spent in the Darkinjung Cycle,
an educational experience whereby up to six hundred students
walk the boundary of the local Darkinjung people’s tribal lands,
stopping for three- to four-day workshops with scholars in thirty
residences set at six-kilometer intervals along the circuit.
3. The third semester is spent in the global educational program
aboard an ex-military vessel, the Albatross.
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The Main Campus: Re-city and the Edge
Re-city

Re-city, the main residential area of the campus, is largely created
from waste and scrap products. The FGU should set an example
by researching and implementing a system of recycling which will
provide compound materials for construction. Resident designers
administer the necessarily highly detailed and contingent construction, utilizing unorthodox salvaged and recycled building materials
and components.
Re-city contains facilities common to a vibrant urban neighborhood.
The FGU is neither a monastery nor an ashram. Re-city, as sketched,
claims to be the densest urban development in Australia (disregarding high-rise apartments), yet it will accommodate only three
thousand people. In our view this is the sustainable limit for this site.
The university’s aim of four thousand students is, however, satisfied
since at any given time up to one thousand additional students are
engaged off site in the regional concept of the Darkinjung Cycle and
the global concept of the Albatross.
Moving west along the site’s ridge, Re-city breaks down according to
the logic of the way in which water moves over the contours and the
positions of existing trees. Where Re-city meets the Edge it is comprised of buildings more suited to educational activities.
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The main residential campus of the proposed Future Generations University.
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The Edge

The Edge runs for exactly one nautical mile (1,852 meters) in an
east-west direction along the site’s ridge and is 40 meters wide. It is
a not a picturesque building that pretends to nestle in the landscape.
It is made of two massive walls that form a long axial corridor and a
framed view of the sky. The northern wall is solid so as to absorb and
retain thermal energy, and the southern is glazed, offering views out
over the site’s wetland. The eastern extremity of the Edge becomes
a bridge, which crosses over the existing railway line adjacent to the
site and then cantilevers out toward the Pacific Ocean, in view some
12 kilometers away.
The Edge marks a boundary: southward the land is revegetated,
whereas northward is the dense urbanity of Re-city. This use of
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architecture as a boundary condition stresses limits, not a naive
dialectic of culture and nature. While externally asserting a limit to
the use of the site, internally the Edge is flexible. The space inside
the massive volume of the Edge is subdivided by large movable partitions. The partitions are taken from a time line of western history–a
linear calendar of cultural change that the FGU now loops into a
different reading. The flexible inner spaces made possible by the
partitions provide relatively private tutorial spaces or larger spaces
depending on the university’s needs at any given time. The entire
length of the Edge can be emptied of partitions, forming a grand,
formal architectural enclosure.
While Re-city and the Edge offer intense interaction and crowding,
the Darkinjung Cycle offers relative quietude.
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The Darkinjung Cycle

The Darkinjung are the indigenous Australians upon whose land this
project is proposed. As a mark of respect and intercultural landscape
appreciation, their tribal boundary sets the path for one semester of
the university’s educational program.
The boundary of the Darkinjung land is identified and marked by a
(serviceable) 180 kilometer bicycle and walking trail. Punctuating
this circuit are thirty houses and camps, one of which operates as a
Darkinjung cultural center. The houses are approximately 6 kilometers apart from each other. Residing in each of the thirty houses for a
specified period is a guest scholar of the FGU international program.
The cycle has six hundred students in circulation at any given time.

The students meet with the resident scholar and are involved in a
three-day program, then move on to the next residence, and so on.
The entire journey takes approximately four months with one and a
half days off between each workshop.
The thirty scholars in residence in the Darkinjung Cycle are in close
communication with one another to determine the educational narrative that unfolds along the path for the duration of the semester.
The Darkinjung Cycle extends Aristotle’s peripatetic mode of education at the Lyceum and Plato’s outdoor classroom, the sacred grove
at Academos. In a Socratic sense, as opposed to the general tendency
of education today to amount to the mere accumulation of instrumental information, it could be that the Darkinjung cycle is about
unlearning.

The boundary of the Darkinjung lands are marked by a bicycle and pedestrian path connecting thirty scholars’ residences. The inlet in the
south of the map (C) is Sydney Harbor. The site for the main residential campus of the Future Generations University is marked (E).
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The ALBATROSS

The Albatross is an ex-military vessel converted into a traveling classroom specifically engaged in cross-cultural programs at strategic
international ports of call. The Albatross is also a mascot and traveling
exhibition of projects undertaken by the FGU. The Albatross is not a
self-appointed environmental police unit in the manner of the Rainbow Warrior, but it is understood as an extension of this successful
concept and practice.
The vessel will have a rich turnover of students and scholars depending on the global paths it takes. In the manner of any large ship
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visiting a place, the ship will dock for some time and afford student
and community interaction. Not only does a military vessel have to
be secured, but also a flexible annual program of migrations must be
developed which makes educational and symbolic sense.
The vessel could contain up to seven hundred students (probably
half the number for which the vessel was designed). These students
should as far as possible represent the world’s bioregions and not
an elite of wealthy first world students indulging in an intellectual
cruise. This means governments and corporations must award Albatross scholarships for the concept to have any strength.
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Subverting the Design Process

These ideas for the Future Generations University amount to a
sketch of a place where the intellectual challenges of ecological
awareness and the role of design could be focused upon with an
intensity and concentration in proportion to the magnitude of the
problematic.
Although we have set out a series of potential ideas for how this university might work and what form it might take, we also believe that
the Future Generations University presents such a complex range
of issues that a larger group of international consultants need to live
and work together in situ to fulsomely design the university’s programs and structures.
This larger in situ design team was, for the purposes of presentation,
entitled the Landing Party and their accommodation was based on
“Cells.” The Cells are small transportable buildings based on a hybrid
of the Japanese teahouse and the caravan. Once construction begins,
the Cells can accommodate construction workers. Once the main
campus (Re-city) is constructed, the Cells might be kept in situ and
used to accommodate short-term students and visitors. Each Cell can
be constructed for under US $20,000. The design and construction
of the Cells is expected to be the first of the university’s marketable
sustainable products.
1
2
3
4
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Tony Fry, Eco-Design Foundation unpublished design brief for the Design Competition of
the Future Generations University, Sydney, 1996.
The team members and other finalists are listed on page 249 under Project Credits.
Charles Jencks, The Architecture of the Jumping Universe: A Polemic. How Complexity Science Is
Changing Architecture and Culture (London: Academy Editions, 1997), pp. 10–14.
Room 4.1.3 included indigenous representation.
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